
Haben Sie Fragen an einen XYZ-Experten?
Ich helfe gern: xyz.xyz@skaylink.com
Do you have questions for an AWS expert?
I am happy to help: Adrian.Wnek@skaylink.com

Increasing regulatory requirements for risk man-
agement are driving the need for efficient pro-
cessing of large volumes of data. After a thorough
pre- and post-calculation process analysis, our
cloud solution enables actuaries to experience
significant acceleration and fast access to massive
data storage and tailored computing capacities.
The cloud makes it possible to reliably allocate
resources and run complex simulations, in particu-
lar for final accounting. We integrate key roles from
the company to ensure the success of your pro-
jects. We act as an intermediary between the spe-
cialist department, IT and regulatory authorities,
enabling informed decisions to be made. Our
proven methods are the basis for fast and efficient
results.
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Risk Modeling in the AWS Cloud for the 
Insurance Industry
We help insurance companies rapidly deploy risk 
modeling solutions in the AWS cloud. Our expertise 
ranges from implementing various actuarial 
software in the cloud to deploying insurance-
specific applications. We will guide you through all
phases – from preparation and operational readi-
ness to go-live and hypercare. In addition to techni-
cal expertise, we value effective communication,
transparent process optimization, and regulatory
compliance.

Our services

The specialist departments can effectively for-
mulate requirements, ideas and wishes. We opti-
mize the process speed holistically – from technical
implementation to upstream and downstream
steps. With the highest AWS partner level, we can
apply for funding from AWS for your workloads and
PoCs, providing you with support and budget
savings throughout the year. This is how we ensure
not only technical expertise but also a customized
and fast implementation.

Your benefits

As an experienced AWS expert and a strong
partner in the digital transformation of insurance
companies in the DACH region (Germany, Austria,
Switzerland) for more than 20 years, Skaylink
offers you many advantages:
• Since 2012, we have been a strong link between 

specialist departments and IT at renowned insur-
ance companies in the field of AWS (including 
IGLOO, Prophet, NatCat and other SW pro-
ducts).

• Trusted AWS Premier Consulting Partner for 
Cloud and Digital Transformation.

• Over 500 Skaylink experts are available to pro-
vide you with customized solutions.
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